
Proper Utilization of School Complex Grants 

ZPHS, Chanda-T School Complex, Adilabad Dist. Telangana. 

ZPHS, Chanda-T (36010800802) is the School Complex for Physical 

Science Subject, earlier, it was at Govt. Railway Police Line school, Adilabad. 

There are 09 Primary Schools under this complex. An unspent School Complex 

Grant of Rs. 70000 was in the School Complex Account. In the first School 

Complex Meeting of this academic year, Head Master Smt. Shashikala 

informed all teachers and asked for suggestions to make effective use of each 

rupee for the academic, intellectual ,psychological development of the 

children , irrespective of the Primary, UPS and Secondary levels.  

A laptop worth Rs.30300 was bought to monitor ABAS Attendance, 

maintain the records, perform online activities etc. A  Physical Science 

Exhibition was conducted on Science day. 

Inspired by the Twinning of Schools, it was decided to conduct a Day 

Long program which includes all the children studying in different villages 

under the School Complex. It was decided to conduct various competitions to 

the children i.e.PRAGNAPAATAVA POTEELU ...The Talent Competitions at 

Complex level for the students from various Schools falling under that 

complex. It included TLM Exhibition, Science, Quiz Competitions  at UPS and 

HS level, Poem Recitation was for the 1st and 2nd class students. Games and 

Sports, Singing and Dance, Individual performances, cultural activities based 

on Ek Bharath Shresht Bharath and many more. Zilla Parishad Vice 

Chairman Sri Are Rajanna garu and Sectoral Officer1, from DPO were the 

guests for this Program. At the end of the day prizes distributed to the students 

with a motto that every child gets one.  

TLM, Library Books, globes, sports material worth Rs.2000 per each 

were distributed to 10 schools as per the requirement from the HMs. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above Grants were utilized for the purpose of All-round 

Development of every Child in the Complex which proved to be the best 

practice. 


